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**A B S T R A C T**

This paper investigates the dynamic interactions between uncertainty types in service dyads between servitized manufacturers and their customers. This is an important research area because servitized manufacturers face multi-source uncertainty and need to manage this uncertainty effectively to avoid business failure. A conceptual framework of four uncertainty types is investigated: environmental, technological, organisational, and relational uncertainty. We present insights from four empirical cases of service dyads collected via multiple sources of evidence including 54 semi-structured interviews, observations, and secondary data. The cases show seven interaction paths with direct knock-on effects between three or four uncertainty types. The findings suggest a causal chain from environmental, technological, organisational, to relational uncertainty. This research contributes to the servitization literature by (i) confirming the existence of uncertainty types, (ii) providing an in-depth characterisation of technological uncertainty, and (iii) showing the interaction paths between four uncertainty types in the form of a causal chain.

**1. Introduction**

Servitization, where traditional manufacturing firms add services to their offerings (Vandermerwe & Rada, 1988), has received much research attention in recent years (Kowalkowski, Windahl, Kindström, & Gebauer, 2015; Richey, Musgrove, Gillison, & Gabler, 2014). Specifically the difficulties of implementing such a strategy have been a major focus area in the literature (Kuijken, Gemser, & Wijnberg, 2017; Luoto, Brax, & Kohtamäki, 2017) because services are co-created with customers and obtain their value in use (rather than in production) (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). Thus, challenges arise within the service dyad (Kreye, Roehrich, & Lewis, 2015) and uncertainty has been highlighted as a core challenge (Nullmeier, Wynstra, & van Raaij, 2016; Ulaga & Kohli, 2018). Servitized manufacturers often assume responsibility for parts of the customer's processes (Nordin, Kindström, Kowalkowski, & Rehme, 2011). As a result, providers are exposed to uncertainty that was previously assumed by customers (Nordin et al., 2011) including logistics within the customer's production (Sanchez Rodrigues, Potter, & Naim, 2010) and the customer's demand structures (van der Vorst & Beulens, 2002). This uncertainty is multi-source which means that servitized manufacturers need to simultaneously manage different uncertainty types (Simangunsong, Hendry, & Stevenson, 2016; Yang & Gabrielson, 2017). Added challenges arise from potential interactions between these uncertainty types, increasing the potential for unknown and unanticipated knock-on effects with potentially disastrous outcomes. Thus, the ability to manage multi-source uncertainty and the potential interactions between uncertainty types is crucial for organisations, especially for servitized manufacturers (Kowalkowski, Gebauer, Kamp, & Parry, 2017; Zhang & Banerji, 2017).

The literature has offered different typologies of uncertainty types (Kreye, 2017a; Ulaga & Kohli, 2018; Yang & Gabrielson, 2017) with the most influential and most widely recognised approach being the differentiation based on sources in relation to the organisation, differentiating external, internal, and relational sources (Simangunsong et al., 2016). External sources cause environmental uncertainty which is defined as the unpredictability of a company's external environment (Miliken, 1987). Internal sources – termed as organisational uncertainty – come from inside the focal organisation (Ulaga & Kohli, 2018) and are connected to the potential lack of capabilities for conducting (part of) the operations. Organisational uncertainty is a core challenge in servitization and a main cause for business failure (Valtakoski, 2017) because of the variety of organisational capabilities needed for service provision (Galbraith, 2002; Ulaga & Kohli, 2018). Relational uncertainty focuses on the predictability of partners' activities and can create large difficulties in the context of servitization (Kreye, 2017b). Additional challenges can arise from technological sources such as technology obsolescence (Pince, Frenk, & Dekker, 2015). This can be captured in technological uncertainty (Melander & Lakemond, 2015). While the literature offers in-depth insights into the specific nature of these uncertainty types in servitization (Kreye, Newnes, & Goh, 2014; Melander & Lakemond, 2015; Nullmeier et al., 2016), limited insights exist on interactions between these four
uncertainty types.

This paper investigates the following research question: how do uncertainty types interact in service dyads between servitized manufacturers and their customers? Presenting insights from four cases, the findings show seven distinct interaction paths with direct and indirect knock-on effects between two, three, or four of the investigated uncertainty types. The findings suggest that there is a causal chain of interaction from environmental uncertainty, technological uncertainty, organisational uncertainty, to relational uncertainty. This research contributes to the servitization literature in three ways. We offer confirmatory evidence for the existence of different uncertainty types in service dyads. We further contribute a detailed characterisation of technological uncertainty in servitization which has not been described before in this context. Finally, we show distinct interaction paths between four uncertainty types in the form of a causal chain.

2. Literature review

Servitization is defined as the process whereby a traditionally product-focused company integrates services into their business models (Kowalkowski et al., 2017). The aim is to improve customer loyalty and lock-in situations by selling highly innovative technologies and associated services (Kastali & Van Looy, 2013). Specifically, engineering services are an important focus because they build on the existing technological competencies of manufacturing firms (Zink, Baudach, & Kram, 2010). Operational challenges arise from the typical production tradition of many manufacturers with limited attention on the customer-centric support of their products through life (Zhang & Banerji, 2017). Engineering services are operationally highly complex (Forkmann, Ramos, Henneberg, & Naudé, 2017) and require different managerial approaches to activities including organisation structure and human resource management (Baines, Lightfoot, Smart, & Fletcher, 2013; Zhang & Banerji, 2017), performance assessment (Melander & Lakemond, 2015), financial flow management (Hypko, Tilebein, & Gleich, 2010), and provider network management (Eloranta & Turunen, 2016). Furthermore, services are inherently dynamic due to their “open” nature and require constant adaptation to customer requirements and business context such as industry standards (Hakainen, Helander, & Valkokari, 2017). Because of these differences between traditional manufacturing and engineering services, uncertainty is a key challenge for servitized manufacturers (Kreye et al., 2014; Melander & Lakemond, 2015; Nullmeier et al., 2016; Ulaga & Kohli, 2018).

2.1. Uncertainty in servitization

Uncertainty can be defined as the lack of understanding which arises from not definite, not known or not reliable information (Kreye, Goh, Newnes, & Goodwin, 2012). Uncertainty captures the lack of understanding (Kreye et al., 2012) and differs from risk which is defined as the possible effect of an uncertain event or situation (Lewis, 2003). This research focuses on uncertainty because of the importance to servitization and the provision of engineering services (Hypko et al., 2016; Kreye, 2017a; Zhang & Banerji, 2017). Uncertainty creates challenges for managing the service dyad in terms of contractual (Melander & Lakemond, 2015), relational (Kumar & Yakhlef, 2016), and operational management (Luotola, Hellström, Gustafson, & Perminova-Harikoski, 2017). We do thus not discuss risk further. Specifically, we focus our attention to uncertainty in engineering services because of importance of uncertainty in this context (Zhang & Banerji, 2017) and the potential dynamic nature of uncertainty throughout service provision (Selviaridis, 2016) suggesting a suitable focus area for the purpose of this research.

The literature has offered different typologies of uncertainty based on different criteria and developed within different empirical and theoretical areas. Examples here are Simangunsong et al. (2016) who describe external, internal, and relational sources of uncertainty, Ulaga and Kohli’s (2018) description of needs, process and outcome uncertainty in services, or Yang and Gabrielson's (2017) differentiation of internal, technological, and market uncertainty. Specifically, typologies based on the source of the uncertainty have received much attention in the literature and proven to be a theoretically sound approach within the context of management and services specifically (Kreye, 2017b; Milliken, 1987; Simangunsong et al., 2016; Yang & Gabrielson, 2017). We thus utilise this approach and differentiate four uncertainty types based on their specific sources as follows: environmental, technological, organisational, and relational uncertainty. Table 1 offers a summary of the different uncertainty types which we use as the conceptual basis for our investigations.

Environmental uncertainty reflects the unpredictability of the external environment (Milliken, 1987) due to, for example, market fluctuations (Hypko et al., 2010), varying customer demand (Luotola et al., 2017) or competitor offerings (Kreye et al., 2014). Environmental uncertainty lies outside of the focal organisation’s direct influence (Simangunsong et al., 2016). It may arise from foreseeable events such as variations in availability of supply (Chao, Chen, & Zheng, 2009) or economic developments (Hypko et al., 2010). This has been particularly
investigated for performance-based arrangements (Hypko et al., 2010), where environmental uncertainty may be connected to fluctuations in the availability of material, parts and tools in terms of quantity and/or timing of supply with negative effects on operational performance (Nullmeier et al., 2016). Environmental uncertainty can also arise from unforeseeable events such as political unrests (Hoskisson, Eden, Lau, & Wright, 2000) or natural disasters (Pearson & Clair, 1998). Here, the possible effects of environmental uncertainty can be as severe as operational disruptions to the servitized agreement (Kreye, 2017a).

Technological uncertainty is defined as the potential change in available technology over the life time of the serviced product (van der Vorst & Beulens, 2002). It can relate to technology obsolescence where product parts may not be available for replacement (Pince et al., 2015). Other issues can arise from unproven technology (Reim, Parida, & Sjödin, 2016) or the interaction of new technologies with existing product features (Melander & Lakemond, 2015). Technological uncertainty has not been explored in depth within the context of servitization where insights regarding its nature and possible occurrence are still missing. This is a gap this paper aims to fill.

Organisational uncertainty arises from within an organisation (Galbraith, 2002) and captures the potential lack of capabilities. It has received attention within the servitization literature because of the high importance of internal challenges in this context (Luoto et al., 2017; Zhang & Banerji, 2017). It can arise from the operational differences between service and production (Eloranta & Turunen, 2016) with increased needs of information processing (Galbraith, 2002). Services challenge the provider because of their inability to control quality levels (Hawkins, Gravier, Berkowitz, & Muir, 2015) and the need for operational flexibility and heterogeneity (Kastalli & Van Looy, 2013). Organisational uncertainty has been described with regard to uncertain maintenance costs (Hypko et al., 2010), increased execution challenges (Kuijken et al., 2017), and the provider's potential inability to process information internally which can affect their ability to provide the engineering service (Kreye, 2017b).

Relational uncertainty is the inability to predict or explain a partner's actions (Kreye, 2017b). It exists because of the central importance of close relationships in servitization which may result in unintended customer behaviour (Hakanen et al., 2017; Kuijken et al., 2017). It can arise from the dependence on the customer's diligence, commitment and responsibility (Nullmeier et al., 2016), and the customer's changing needs (Hawkins et al., 2015). The need for close customer relationships also increases the likelihoods of conflicts, disagreements and opportunistic behaviour (Yang, Gao, Li, Shen, & Zheng, 2017). In contrast, close customer relationships may also align goals between provider and customer and result in closer ties (Ulaga & Kohli, 2017). Thus, relational uncertainty is a core uncertainty type in the provision of engineering services.

2.2. Interaction between uncertainty types

Research has hinted on possible interactions between uncertainty types in servitization. However, no structured analysis of interactions between uncertainty types exists. Offering such an analysis however is important because it enables servitized manufacturers to focus their uncertainty management activities and target the root cause of a perceived uncertainty type (Simangunsong et al., 2016). Interactions between uncertainty types can pose significant management challenges – especially when management activities are targeted at coping with uncertainty but need to be targeted at its root cause (Simangunsong et al., 2016).

Prior research investigating uncertainty types in servitization suggests a causal chain between them. In their study of servitized triads, Kreye (2017a) found that environmental uncertainty in the form of unforeseen events can cause organisational uncertainty in the form of operational disruptions and performance reductions. This in turn caused relational uncertainty between customer and provider in the form of disputes and conflicts. Similarly, Kreye (2017b) found a direct relationship between organisational uncertainty and relational uncertainty. They observed that the customer's (provider's) unresolved organisational uncertainty in the form of lacking capabilities to process information internally caused relational uncertainty for the provider (customer). These observations suggest a causal chain from environmental uncertainty to organisational uncertainty and relational uncertainty in servitization.

Other interactions between uncertainty types could also be possible based on the wider literature. For example, the experience of high levels of relational uncertainty with the customer can reduce the service provider's ability to explore the customer's external environment in terms of their competitors, market, and the customer's customers (van der Vorst & Beulens, 2002). This means that fluctuations in the customer's environment could come unforeseen and unexpected, creating high levels of environmental uncertainty. Here high levels of relational uncertainty could increase levels of environmental uncertainty. Similarly, high levels of environmental uncertainty could create technological uncertainty where disruptions created by exogenous influences such as geopolitical or natural events create an incentive for the development of disruptive technologies (O'Connor & Rice, 2013). Thus, there may be varying bi-directional interactions between uncertainty types contradicting the initial suggestions of a causal chain. This research utilises a conceptual framework of potential bi-directional interactions between uncertainty types to identify how uncertainty types affect each other in servitization and where root causes of uncertainty types lie.

3. Method

To answer the research question, a case-based approach was adopted for the following reasons. A lack of prior in-depth investigation into the topic and hence a lack of existing frameworks to formulate hypotheses gives need to exploratory research in this area (Eisenhardt, 1989). Case-based research offers the empirical evidence needed to improve understanding and build theory (Siggelkow, 2007). Further, case-based research enables the researcher to immerse themselves within the empirical context of their cases and thus offers the ability for in-depth investigations into the researched phenomenon (Yin, 2009). This is particularly important in servitization because additional factors such as the nature and size of service portfolio (Kastalli & Van Looy, 2013) may affect observations. Furthermore, the multiple-case design enabled the researchers to investigate our research question in a situationally grounded way while seeking a sense of generalisability (Beverland & Lindgreen, 2010). Thus, the multiple-case approach was suitable for the purpose of this research.

3.1. Research design

This paper presents insights from four case studies which consist of dyads between servitized manufacturer and their customer. This is a suitable research design because in servitization, systems compete rather than individual companies (van der Vorst & Beulens, 2002). The case contexts were anonymised to protect the companies’ identities. The cases were chosen based on theoretical criteria of servitized manufacturers offering service support for their products. The specific customer dyad was identified during discussions with the providers based on successful relationships and accessibility of both provider and customer for data collection. The cases were chosen based on theoretical criteria of the servitized offering enabling comparability between the presented dyads to enable triangulation and build theory (Piekari, Plakoyiannaki, & Welch, 2010; Yin, 2009). Furthermore, the cases were selected for their differences in contextual settings to enable analysis of a broad set of industrial sectors where PSS provision is relevant. This again supported triangulation of the insights and mitigated the influence of observer bias on the obtained findings (Beverland & Lindgreen,
The four cases were set in the UK electronics industry, the European water treatment industry, the European healthcare industry, and the Nordic renewable energy industry respectively. These industry sectors are relevant for this research because they have experienced strong pressures for companies to engage in servitization (Baines et al., 2013; Pereira & Carvalho, 2011). Case A focused on the provision of equipment maintenance including inspections and repairing of faults and breakdowns for electrical control systems with the aim of minimising downtime. Provider A (PA) was a globally operating manufacturer producing actuators and other control systems and servicing these on customer sites. Customer A (CA), was a locally operating public organisation providing water treatment and cleaning services to local residents and companies. Case B focused on the provision of corrective and preventative maintenance services for water pumps. Provider B (PB) was a globally operating manufacturer of pumps and provider of after-sales care such as repairs and maintenance. Customer B (CB) was a private facilities management company operating on the premises of a government building. Case C focused on the provision of services including corrective and preventative maintenance and product upgrades. Provider C (PC) was an internationally operating manufacturer and service provider of diagnosis and treatment equipment including MRI scanners. Customer C (CC) was a publicly-run hospital providing healthcare services to private patients. Case D was set in the Nordic renewable energy sector. Provider D (PD) was a globally operating manufacturer of wind energy generation equipment including after-sales services. Customer D (CD) was a locally operating energy provider to the national electricity grid.

### 3.2. Data collection

Each case study was collected utilising multiple sources of evidence. The researcher stayed at the case companies for multiple days to observe operations, engage in meetings and in-depth discussions, and collect interviews and secondary data including documentation notes from multiple site visits to the companies’ head offices and customer sites, service contracts, annual reports, presentations, marketing material, and announcements on webpages and similar (Piekkari et al., 2010, Yin, 2009). The specific numbers of interviews and interviewees for the four cases are listed in Table 2. The interviewees were selected based on their involvement with the specific case contract, their engagement with the collaboration partner and involvement with the service operations. The interviews varied in length between 30 and 90 min., were recorded and transcribed. The data collection stopped when conceptual saturation was achieved (Yin, 2009).

The semi-structured interviews were guided by a questionnaire covering a set of issues regarding the PSS operations and the companies’ relationship. The discussed topics included business strategy and the global and local business environment, the technology and technological developments, the nature of the service operations and organisation, and the inter-organisational relationships during the contract negotiations and after contract signature. The interviews did not specifically discuss uncertainty or the interviewees’ uncertainty perception as this was found to bias interviewees in their discussions and thus reduce the usefulness of the gathered findings (de Bruin, Fischbeck, Stiber, & Fischhoff, 2002, Kreye, Newnes, & Goh, 2013). For example, de Bruin et al. (2002) found that the explicit discussion of uncertainty with interviewees leads them to resolve part of their perceived uncertainty which reduced the reported levels and detailed descriptions of uncertainty and hence distorted findings. Thus, this research tried to uncover the sources of this uncertainty through the discussions by focusing on the areas of the business environment, technology, organisation and relationship. Specific topics were followed up on and clarified to provide further depth. The interviews were conducted one-to-one in employees’ offices, designated meeting rooms, or in exceptional cases via telephone or video conference.

### 3.3. Data analysis

The unit of analysis is the service dyad between provider and customer. The data were carefully analysed in two main steps. First, a within-case analysis was conducted based on the interview transcripts and additional material using systematic combing (Dubois & Gadde, 2002). The authors coded the data initially in thematic categories based on the conceptual framework following the research question and comprehensive literature review (Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña, 2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Data collection for six cases.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sector</strong></td>
<td><strong>Case A</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provider (approximate employee and revenue numbers from 2016)</td>
<td>UK electronics sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manufacturer of control systems such as actuators 3500 employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time spent on provider site</strong></td>
<td>1 day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Provider interviewees</strong></td>
<td>Service engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sr Service engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sales manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Customer</strong></td>
<td>Operator of water treatment facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electrician 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technical manager 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eng. Supervisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Subsequently, the data were coded based on the researchers' understanding and interpretation of the data. The thematic categories emerged based on the empirical data by combining empirical data analysis, collection and the literature to facilitate theory building (Miles et al., 2014). The coding structure was created and refined iteratively by identifying links between the investigated concepts (Miles et al., 2014) which allowed the researchers to create a cognitive map of the case events and identify links between local incidents in the case studies. Data was triangulated to mitigate bias and improve validity and case study rigour (Miles et al., 2014). Furthermore, each of the cases was written up as a case report and presented to the companies for verification and discussion to give an opportunity to comment on observations and initial conclusions. This allowed for further clarifications and refinements of the conclusions. Second, cross-case analysis was conducted (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007) to identify common characteristics. For this, the authors connected and compared codes from the within-case analysis in an iterative process to obtain a detailed and in-depth empirical description of the interactions between uncertainty types. Increasingly a higher level of abstraction was achieved. This iterative approach gave a full picture of the presented cases with regard to the research focus.

4. Findings

4.1. Overview of cases

This section gives an overview of the cases and the uncertainty perceived by servitized manufacturers and customers. Table 3 summarises this overview for the four cases.

4.1.1. Case A – Control systems

In Case A, the PA’s service portfolio focused on emergency repairs and “on site overhaul & testing, health checks (for the technical equipment) & Preventative maintenance, (...) and firmware upgrades” (Company presentation, PA). Service manager 2 (PA) explained: “The whole business is running mainly from service. Meaning equipment sales give some profit but long term profit is from service. After delivering the equipment we have ten year service and from service we win the money.” The case contract was the first formally agreed framework contract with the customer. Beforehand, they engaged in ad-hoc arrangements where maintenance services were provided as and when needed.

The service partners faced various uncertainty types in the investigated arrangement. **Technological uncertainty** arose from the technological developments in the control systems which would change operations and maintenance processes. The Sales manager (PA) explained: “[We have] the old range of actuators, there’s still hundreds out there. And then the new range of infra-red actuators.” The range of equipment offered by PA and the technological difference due to technological development created technological uncertainty in Case A. **Organisational uncertainty** arose from the nature of the service operations. For example, the Service manager (PA) explained: “we had to change the dynamics of how we work. [For instance, we had to] get more service vehicles in [to cover our internal demand].” This differed from their product-focused business as the Service manager (PA) continued their description: “We do quite a lot of supply-only jobs, when we just supply [a product] in a box and their engineers fit it. **Relational uncertainty** was connected to difficulties of accessing the customer site as the General manager (PA) exemplified: “an engineer would go to do the work and he wouldn’t get access.” Furthermore, the provider received service requests that were not covered in the service agreement as the Service manager (PA) explained: “a lot of times, we get out there and all it was we had to change the battery, which is something they could or should be able to do.” Case A observations hence included technological, organisational and relational uncertainty.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3 Uncertainty types within four cases.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Case A (UK Electronics)</strong>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental uncertainty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None observed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological uncertainty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational uncertainty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4.1.2. Case B – Water treatment

For Provider B, services were a key part of their offerings as their General manager (PB) explained: “Service is now becoming a huge factor. This is a new area for growth and for increased revenue. So we are looking to expand on service.” The case contract was the first formal agreement between provider and customer. Beforehand, they engaged on an ad-hoc basis as the Service manager 2 (PB) explained: “[the customer] just rung me up or he might ask for a bit of advice on the phone”. This defined the interaction and nature of relationship in the service dyad in Case B.

The partners in Case B experienced different uncertainty types. **Environmental uncertainty** arose from the security regulations regarding site access to the customer site requiring information in terms of the identity of the service engineers wishing to access the building and their car registration as the Service manager (PB) explained: “the security is higher than normal. [This concerns access]. So it might be days that we might not be able to go.” **Organisational uncertainty** arose for PB because they re-organised their back office and rotated staff between different roles to create task flexibility. As a result, the provider employees were uncertain in terms of their specific tasks and customer-specific processes. Administrator 1 (PB) described “Everyone was given redefined job roles to try and make things work a little better.” This created temporary additional organisational uncertainty for PB. **Relational uncertainty** arose for the partners because of the lack of communication regarding service visits as the Engineering Supervisor described: “there were visits [in the early stages] where an engineer has turned up unannounced. […] I had to send the guy away because nobody knew who he was.” This lack of communication resulted in various situation where the customer was unhappy with the service they received.

4.1.3. Case C – Healthcare equipment

Case C included a long-standing relationship where PC had been servicing different pieces of equipment for CC in previous decades. However, the focus on services had recently become more and more important where the customer had an increasing focus on operational performance. The Section head (CC) described: “we want higher uptime and we want a quick response time.” PC had thus included services in their company strategy as Service manager 2 (PC) explained: “The whole business is running mainly from service. Meaning equipment sales give some profit but long term profit is from service. After delivering the equipment we have ten year service and from service we win the money.”

Case C showed observations of the different uncertainty types. **Environmental uncertainty** arose from the change in regulations in the European healthcare sector regarding the operations and tendering for equipment and related services. The Sales manager (PC) explained: “The rules changed. We used to sell systems without tenders at that time.” The aim of this change was to make the procurement more competitive within the European market and affected the procurement process. **Technological uncertainty** was connected to the high degree of technological developments in the healthcare equipment. The Service manager (PC) explained: “In the old days, people where trained for a month on the scanner. […] But now the [equipment] is more advanced. […] More advanced equipment, more compact, more effective service and more concentrated training.”

**Organisational uncertainty** existed mainly in the tendering process where the majority of the workload accumulated. The Physicist (CC) explained: “The workload tends to be quite substantive. You almost need to have a legal department nowadays to handle these things.” Once contracts were signed, the organisational uncertainty was relatively low due to strict procedures based on tight regulations. **Relational uncertainty** was also relatively low because roles were clear and specialists worked with the customer departments on a long-term basis. The provider’s relational capabilities relied heavily on the individual service engineer as explained by the Service manager (PC): “you are doing some more nursing at this site than the agreement there and that is due to the nature of [Service engineer 1] because he is very caring and he is the service specialist for that area.” Thus, the relationships between provider and customer were well defined with low levels of relational uncertainty.

4.1.4. Case D – Renewable energy

Services had become a very important part of the offering in the Nordic renewable energy sector as the Key account manager (PD) explained: “Our motivation for providing services is like any other maturing industry. Prices and margins go down on the equipment and then you have to extend your business and there is no better way. Chapter 1A is service.” Case D consisted of a long-standing relationship, however, with limited involvement between PD and CD as their Controlling Administration Manager explained: “The customer has ‘some’ engagement. (…) they have quite a few parks.” The wind parks were removed from the customer’s offices which meant that limited direct interaction between provider and customer was required to do service activities.

Case D showed various instances of the different uncertainty types. **Environmental uncertainty** arose from the large growth of the renewable energy sector in Nordic countries and the cuts in government subsidies. The Managing director (CD) explained: “The prices were unhealthy, so that was the reason that we started for our services.” **Technological uncertainty** was connected to the increasing size and technological capabilities of wind turbines on the market. The Service controlling administration manager (PD) described: “Our strategy was to move away from small turbines. We are leaving that more and more.” Thus, the technological development on the market led PD to focus their service business on larger infrastructure.

**Organisational uncertainty** arose from the operational differences of services to manufacturing and was specifically connected to the lack of internal communications at PD. The Controlling administration manager explained: “There is a gap between service sales and service. (…) we are not a part of actually making the contract saying yes we can live up to this, but not to this.” Furthermore, most contracts contain non-standard content which created difficulties for the service operations as the Site manager (PD) described: “But we need to know what to deliver. Knowing the promises that have been made.” Furthermore, the customer paid increasing attention to operational costs and processes as the Customer Service Manager 1 (PD) explained: “They demand more data. They are on top of what is happening and are more engaged in their ownership.”

**Relational uncertainty** arose from the lack of communication between provider and customer leading to a lack of agreeing an individualised service arrangement based on the customer’s needs, lacking cooperation in regard to service operations, and a lack of addressing disagreements between provider and customer. The Manager Customer Service (PD) explained: “The thing that is missing is communication. Our customers are not aware of what we are doing and we don’t tell them.” Thus, all four uncertainty types were observe din Case D.

4.2. Interaction between uncertainty types

The case observations showed various interactions between the four uncertainty types. Environmental uncertainty created direct knock-on effects to the other three uncertainty types. Specifically, the effects on organisational and relational uncertainty depended on the specifics of regulation changes. Environmental uncertainty caused organisational uncertainty as observed, for example, in Case C. Here, the changes in regulations to the tendering process increased the workload for potential providers and the customer when preparing the tender in a competitive bid. The Account manager (PC) explained: “if you win, you win a lot. If you lose, you lose a lot.” These regulations also specified the nature of interaction between provider and customer and thus the level of relational uncertainty. The Service manager (PC) explained: “We are all [all competitors] evaluated objectively. That means the relations are not there at all on the paper. But of course in the real world, there are some relations that are still working. But not as it used to be.” Thus, environmental uncertainty directly affected organisational uncertainty and...
relational uncertainty.

Environmental uncertainty also created two-tier knock-on effects on organisational uncertainty and relational uncertainty in turn. For example, in Case B the policy change towards information requirements for people accessing the customer site affected the information the provider needed to communicate prior to service visits. The Engineering Supervisor (CB) described: “there were visits [in the early stages] where an engineer has turned up unannounced. (…) I had to send the guy away because nobody knew who he was.” A similar example was observed in Case D where cuts in government subsidies in wind energy caused CD to become more concerned about operational costs which in turn meant that they were much more controlling of PD’s activities. The Customer Service Manager 2 (PD) explained: “They [CD] are hiring people to be my counterpart to check up on the service. They demand more data. They are on top of what is happening and are more engaged in their ownership. Before they just wanted us to say when we were there. But now they want to know why we are doing things and what we are doing.” This shows the indirect knock-on effects of environmental uncertainty on relational uncertainty.

Environmental uncertainty created also three-tier knock-on effects on organisational uncertainty via technological uncertainty. In Case D, the increase in competition for small wind turbines created a drive for technological developments of larger turbines which in turn created a re-focus of Provider D’s strategy on servicing these large-scale turbines. The Key Account Manager (PD) described: “In Sales, if we had not adapted we would not have sold any turbines. In that sense, they [CD] get a ready-made deal.” Similarly, environmental uncertainty created four-tier knock-on effects on relational uncertainty via technological uncertainty and organisational uncertainty in turn. This was observed in Case C where changing needs of the customer base of PC gave incentives for technological developments which in turn led to operational specialisation of PC’s service engineers. The Service Manager (PC) explained: “they all have to be trained continually and they need to be certified. That means they have to go through certain courses and keep the service certification.” This in turn led to changes in managing the customer relationship because it was the specialised service engineer who build long-term personal links with customer personnel. Physicist 2 (CC) described: “If you have a problem, you would call a technician. He will be here within half hour or an hour.”

Technological uncertainty was observed as the root cause for relational uncertainty via organisational uncertainty. This was observed, for example, in Case A where the technological developments in the equipment increased organisational difficulties for Customer A to operate the equipment and do first-line services in house. This resulted in increased service call-outs for unnecessary service activities which were not covered by the service agreement. The service manager (PA) described: “a lot of times, we get out there and all it was we had to change the battery, which is something they could or should be able to do.” The customer was not able to develop the technological skills needed to operate and maintain new equipment in-house. This shows the indirect knock-on effects from technological uncertainty to relational uncertainty.

Organisational uncertainty caused relational uncertainty. For example, in Case A CA’s lacking capabilities to process information internally led to difficulties for PA with regard to arranging service visits to the customer site. The General manager (PA) described: “an engineer would go to do the work and he wouldn’t get access.” Similarly in Case B, PB’s lacking capabilities to process information internally led to dissatisfaction of CB with regard to the service because relevant information was not provided to them. The Engineering supervisor (CB) explained: “[They – PB - need to] work on their communication. Even if it’s going to take a couple of days to put a quote together just a quick email [would be enough].” Another example was Case D where PD’s internal misalignments and lack of internal communications led to disagreements with CD. The Quality Performance Expert (CD) explained: “They [PD] are not used to such an active customer. They want to keep them within the contracts.” Thus, unresolved organisational uncertainty of one partner caused relational uncertainty for the other partner in the presented cases.

5. Discussion and conclusions

This section discusses the findings of the four cases with regard to the research question, eliciting the theoretical contribution, managerial implications, limitations and future work.

5.1. Theoretical contribution

This research contributes to the servitization literature and more specifically to uncertainty management within operations by furthering theory building in the area of managing multi-source uncertainty. Specifically, we offer the following three distinct contributions. First, the provided insights confirm prior descriptions of uncertainty types in the servitization literature regarding the existence of environmental uncertainty, organisational uncertainty and relational uncertainty (Kreye, 2017a; Simangunsong et al., 2016). Second, this research added a fourth uncertainty type with respect to technological uncertainty providing a nuanced characterisation of this concept. This characterisation expands the literature which highlights technological obsolescence as a key factor in service provision (Pince et al., 2015). Third, and most importantly, this research provides insights on the interactions between these four uncertainty types suggesting a causal chain with direct or indirect effects between them.

This research confirms existing theory on the uncertainty types affecting operations in servitization. Specifically, the literature has described environmental uncertainty, organisational uncertainty and relational uncertainty in this context (Kreye, 2017a, Simangunsong et al., 2016). This research adds to these descriptions by giving a first empirically founded description of technological uncertainty in the context of servitization. This description is based on the concepts of technological developments and obsolescence which have been highlighted in their effect on the operations of servitized manufacturers (Pince et al., 2015). Our investigation of technological uncertainty provides a more nuanced characterisation as the case observations showed. External pressures for technological developments in terms of advancements and resulting increasing complexity create technological uncertainty for servitized manufacturers and their customers in terms of their operations as shown in, for example, Cases A and C. Here, the servitized manufacturer merely reacts to technological developments and adapts their capabilities accordingly. In contrast, technological developments can also be driven internally by the servitized manufacturer to increase or ensure their competitiveness as shown in Case D. Here, it is the servitized manufacturer’s drive towards competitiveness and technological differentiation that drive their developments of technological capabilities. Technological uncertainty can thus arise from external and internal sources of the servitized manufacturer and requires adaptation in terms of their technological capabilities.

More interestingly, this research shows various patterns of interaction between these four uncertainty types. Table 4 lists seven interaction patterns observed in the presented cases. These patterns show interactions between two, three or four uncertainty types depending on the root cause (Simangunsong, Hendry, & Stevenson, 2012) and level of extrapolation. Environmental uncertainty could directly influence all other three uncertainty types. Specifically regulation changes created environmental uncertainty in the presented cases which affected either organisational or relational uncertainty depending on the nature of the regulation. Similarly, environmental uncertainty could create technological uncertainty by creating a drive for technological developments either through pressures from competition or through customer needs. However, uncertainty could also originate as technological or organisational uncertainty – both on the provider and the customer side. If these uncertainty types remained unmanaged, they created knock-on effects to relational uncertainty, creating difficulties within the service
This research thus shows the interactions between uncertainty types analysing the root causes of observed uncertainty types. The uncertainty-interaction patterns follow a causal chain from environmental uncertainty, technological uncertainty, organisational uncertainty, to relational uncertainty with possible direct and indirect knock-on effects between them. Fig. 1 summarises these interactions in a simplified scheme. The observations of a causal chain link to suggestions in the literature where knock-on effects were also observed as unidirectional (Kreye, 2017a). This research expands these descriptions by showing clear evidence for a causal chain of interactions between uncertainty types within servitization. This research shows that these causal chains can potentially be very long if manifestations of different uncertainty types are not managed and thus create knock-on effects in their own right. For example, if organisational uncertainty remains

### Table 4
Summary of case findings on the interaction between uncertainty types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observed patterns of interaction between uncertainty types</th>
<th>Case examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Environmental uncertainty ↓ Organisational uncertainty</td>
<td>Case C: Changes to tendering process increases workload for preparing competitive bid of PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Environmental uncertainty ↓ Relational uncertainty</td>
<td>Case C: Changes to tendering process eliminates interaction between potential providers and the customer as described by PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Environmental uncertainty ↓ Organisational uncertainty ↓ Relational uncertainty</td>
<td>Case B: Changes in security policy affected CB’s processes with regard to required information to gain site access which in turn affected PB who needed to provide the information in time to perform the service activities Case D: Growth of wind energy market and cuts in subsidies increase customer’s awareness of operations costs (CD) which in turn encouraged CD to insource some of the service activities and control provider actions; Market competition increases operational pressures for PD to adapt strategy and a lack of doing so created difficulties with CD by being overly protective of their activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Environmental uncertainty ↓ Technological uncertainty ↓ Organisational uncertainty</td>
<td>Case D: Increasing competition and technological changes in the equipment leads PD to focus their business strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Environmental uncertainty ↓ Technological uncertainty ↓ Organisational uncertainty ↓ Relational uncertainty</td>
<td>Case C: Changing customer needs in terms of diagnosis quality and speed gives incentives for technological developments in the equipment which in turn led to high levels of specialisation of service engineers with regard equipment type which in turn led to one point of contact between provider and customer leading to long-term personal relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Technological uncertainty ↓ Organisational uncertainty ↓ Relational uncertainty</td>
<td>Case A: Technological developments on the equipment in terms of new features increased difficulty for CA to do first-line service activities in-house which in turn led to unnecessary calls for service visits by CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Organisational uncertainty ↓ Relational uncertainty</td>
<td>Case A: CA’s lacking capabilities to process information internally led to difficulties in arranging service visits for PA Case B: PB’s lacking capabilities to process information internally led to dissatisfied CB because relevant information was not provided Case D: Internal misalignments of PD’s departments led to disagreements with CD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Generalised scheme of interactions between uncertainty types.
unmanaged, it creates a knock-on effect within the service dyad as relational uncertainty and thus affects the service partner. This research thus contributes to the discussion on uncertainty in servitization showing the interaction between uncertainty types.

5.2. Managerial implications

This research has important managerial implications in terms of uncertainty management. Specifically, we differentiate two managerial implications. First, this research enables the identification of root causes (Simangunsong et al., 2016) of perceived uncertainty that arise from dynamic interactions with other uncertainty types. Identifying these root causes enables managers to target them through suitable management activities aimed at utilizing (Kreye, 2017b), increasing (Luotola et al., 2017), or reducing (Uлага & Kohli, 2018) this uncertainty within the service dyad. This enables managers to judge which management activities to engage in based on evaluating the purpose in terms of managing or coping with this uncertainty (Simangunsong et al., 2016). This research thus offers managers insights on the root causes of their perceived uncertainty within engineering services. Second, this research enables managers to evaluate the relative effectiveness of different management activities targeted at different uncertainty types. Specifically, the effectiveness of specific management activities can be evaluated by considering the dynamic interaction between uncertainty types. Here, management activities, which are aimed at reducing one uncertainty type may have knock-on effects to other uncertainty types, may be more effective than management activities targeting one uncertainty type only. These considerations enable organisations to prioritise resources for management activities that are potentially most effective. This research thus enables managers to evaluate the relative effectiveness of management activities targeted at uncertainty.

5.3. Limitations and future work

Due to the qualitative nature of the presented research, limitations apply which offer important routes for future work. Qualitative research has been connected to observer bias and subjectivity in data analysis (Yin, 2009). These limitations were mitigated by data triangulation where different data sources including different interviewees and other data sources were combined to improve reliability (Miles et al., 2014). Furthermore, the results are connected to contextual limitations within the studied industrial sectors. However, this research provided insights from multiple cases set in different industrial contexts within Europe. The multiple-case approach helped mitigate effects of specific industrial contexts (Beverland & Lindgreen, 2010).

The presented work offers multiple areas for future research. First, including other industrial sectors would provide further breadth and generalisability. Specifically, sectors such as aerospace and defense have been described in their specific settings within the servitization literature and could thus offer further insights with respect to interactions between uncertainty types. Second, organisational uncertainty deserved further targeted research attention to identify a more nuanced characterisation within engineering services. Here, existing typologies such as the one used by Uлага and Kohli (2018) could offer useful starting points in this context offering a process-focused categorisation of relevant internal uncertainty types. Third, providing quantitative research on the interactions between uncertainty types would further theory building in this area. Here, links between the existence of uncertainty types in terms of temporal manifestation or joint effects would benefit the literature on engineering services. Fourth, further work is needed to study the effect of the causal chain on service performance. Specifically, the length of the causal chain may have a detrimental effect on service quality. Further work is needed in this respect to identify the effect of uncertainty and lack of uncertainty management in this study.
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